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ABSTRACT The innovation of ubiquitous and pervasive computing helps service-oriented organizations in
the realization of a virtual coalition. The virtual coalition is a set of IoT domains i.e., smart homes and smart
hospitals that are linked together through communication lines to share resources. Such virtual coalitions
need secure cross-domain permission delegation and access control mechanisms. In existing approaches,
permission delegation and access control are performed at the resource owner domain or by a single trusted
third party. This single trusted third party may fail to work or compromise. Therefore, it will collapse either
the whole system or the security of the system.We propose xDBAuth, a decentralized Blockchain (BC) based
permission delegation and access control framework for the Internet of Things (IoT). Also, we proposed a
hierarchy of local and global smart contracts that perform permission delegation and access control for both
internal and external user/IoT devices. Additionally, the proposed framework preserves an external user’s
privacy by allowing them to get authentication in their parent IoT domains. During authentication, Proof-of-
Authenticity/Integrity (PoAI) mechanism is used to find and retrieve user/IoT device platform hashes stored
on local BC. After successful authentication, BC authorizes the user/IoT device based on the validation
of delegation policies stored on BC. We implemented the proposed framework using Node.js. The results
show that the proposed xDBAuth is a lightweight framework with less computational overhead. xDBAuth
produces high throughput in an environment having a large number of concurrent requests.

INDEX TERMS Access control, blockchain, Internet of Things, permission delegation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) [1], consists of ubiquitous objects
i.e., smart devices, sensors, etc that can gather and transfer
data to each other in an automated way. The ubiquitous
computing enabled devices have made IoT one of the most
fundamental architecture. It has been successfully applied
in various applications such as smart healthcare, Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS), smart home, etc. According to
the Gartner report, by the end of the year 2020, approximately
25 billion devices will be connected in IoT [2]. However,
these IoT devices work under different administrations. For
example, IoT devices in a smart home or smart devices in
a hospital have their own administration. Such a group of
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user/IoT devices is called the IoT domain. These IoT domains
i.e., smart homes and maintenance companies or smart hos-
pitals can be connected to form a virtual coalition. Hence,
the virtual coalition is a network of organizations connected
by communications technologies to share resources.

National Health Information Network (NHIN) [3] is a
virtual coalition of multiple hospitals. Such a virtual coali-
tion enables the hospitals to open their data and ser-
vices for cross-domain access. For example, a physician in
hospital A wants to discuss a patient disease with a physician
in hospital B. Therefore, the physician in hospital B needs
permissions on all the devices and sensors attached to the
patient body. Similarly, a virtual coalition of smart homes
and maintenance companies. These virtual coalitions save
time or/and money of both the parties. However, these virtual
coalitions raise new challenges.
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In the real world, virtual coalitions hire trusted third
party companies for security checking. Such companies val-
idate Service Requester (SR) credentials based on the policy
defined by the Service Provider (SP). A single trusted entity
is proposed in both [4] and [5] for cross-domain permission
delegation and access control. Here, if the single trusted entity
fails, then cross-domain access will not occur. Similarly,
In conventional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), a centralized
trusted Certification Authority (CA) is used to certify the
ownership of the public keys using digital certificates. The
PKI security will collapse when the single trusted CA is
compromised [6].

Moreover, these single trusted third parties are vulnera-
ble to different attacks [7]. As a result, an adversary can
hijack user accounts, data traffic. Such a single entity has
several other threats like privacy issues, lack of transparency,
insecure authentication. Furthermore, the secret key among
DS and the organizations in a coalition is a single point of
failure [8]. Therefore, a decentralized, secure, and lightweight
mechanism is required for cross-domain permission delega-
tion and access control. Also, the proposed mechanism needs
to develop trust among coalition partners, meanwhile without
a single trusted entity.

We propose xDBAuth, a decentralized blockchain (BC)
based framework for cross-domain permission delegation and
access control. In a virtual coalition of the IoT domains,
each IoT domain has a local BC and single local smart
contract to manage the internal resources i.e., user/IoT
devices. The global BC is an overlay network formed by
IoT domains in the coalition. It has a single global smart
contract. Global smart contract performs cross-domain per-
mission delegation and access control of external user/IoT
devices. The proposed framework provides strong enough
privacy protection because SR gets authentication from his
parent’s domain. Similarly, it provides secure user/IoT device
authentication based on the verification of platform hashes
generated TPM (Trusted Platform Module). A Proof-of-
Authenticity/Integrity (PoAI) mechanism is used to locate
and retrieve user/IoT device platform hashes stored on local
BC. After successful authentication, the global smart contract
authorizes users based on the validation of delegation policies
stored on BC. In the proposed framework, global BC is
used to validate and store delegation policies. Therefore, the
‘‘delegation policy’’ creation, revocation, and enforcement
are transparent to all the users.

A. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
• The proposed novel framework performs permission
delegation and access control for IoT/user deviceswithin
a single domain and across different domains.Moreover,
the BC in the proposed mechanism makes ‘‘delegation
policy’’ creation, revocation, and enforcement transpar-
ent to all the users.

• Platform verification mechanism is implemented in
global BC to prevent both adversary and legitimate users
from exploiting delegated permission. Therefore, during

registration, the smart contract attests user/IoT device
platform hash from manufacturer and stores on the BC.

• It replaces single trusted permission delegation and
authorization service with BC since it is a single point
of failure and vulnerable to different attacks.

• The proposed framework preserves the user’s privacy
by allowing them to get authentication in their par-
ent domains. A novel PoAI mechanism is used during
authentication to find and retrieve user/IoT device plat-
form hashes stored on local BC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss and summarize preliminaries and related works.
In section III, we present an overview of the proposed
xDBAuth framework. In section IV, we present the for-
mal modeling of the xDBAuth framework. In Section V,
we provide xDBAuth implementation and evaluation details.
In section VI, we perform a security analysis of the
xDBAuth framework. In section VII, conclusions are
drawn.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORKS
A. BLOCKCHAIN
Satoshi Nakamoto introduces the concept of BC in 2008 [9].
BC is an immutable and distributed ledger of blocks that
are chained together by cryptographic hashes [10]. The first
block in the chain is the genesis block and it does not contain
any block hash. Each block consists of a previous block
hash, Proof of Work (PoW), block header, time-stamp, and
a group of transactions. The following are the main compo-
nents of BC.

1) DISTRIBUTED LEDGER
Every BC node keeps a copy of the ledger. This distributed
ledger contains the current state of the BC. BC uses replica-
tion to synchronized the distributed ledgers.

2) ASYMMETRIC CRYPTOGRAPHY
The BC uses a private key for a digital signature to ensure
transaction integrity.

3) CONSENSUS MECHANISM
A consensus mechanism is used in BC to achieve agreement
on only one value [11]. In other words, it is used to keep a
single state of the distributed ledger among all peers.

4) PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK
A P2P network is the interconnection of computers without a
central entity. In the absence of a central entity, the BC system
depends on consensus among P2P network nodes to add a
new block of transactions to the chain [12].

B. PERMISSIONED AND PERMISSIONLESS BC
NETWORKS
The BC networks are divided into public BC, private
BC or consortium BC [13]. The public or permissionless
BC network is fully decentralized. Anyone can read from BC
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and participate in the mining process. The public BC relies
on the PoW consensus mechanism which requires high com-
putational power. Bitcoin1 and ethereum2 are some of the
examples of public BC. Similarly, the private or permissioned
BC allows members with the required permissions to read
or write to the chain. Unlike public BC, private BC requires
less computational power to add a block to the chain. Hence,
it is faster and more efficient. Hyperledger3 is an exam-
ple of private BC. The consortium BC network is partially
decentralized because it is controlled by a set of pre-defined
peers. The consortium BC provides higher efficiency and
transaction privacy than public BC. Some of the examples of
consortium BC are R3 Corda4 and Quorum.5

C. SMART CONTRACT
The computer application or program that contains
pre-defined rules under which the entities communicate with
each other is called smart contract [14]. It was first proposed
by Nick Szabo in 1994. The smart contract contains a set
of pre-defined primitives written in a programming language
like Go, JavaScript, Java, Solidity [15]. The smart contract
runs automatically on the top of BC when the rule is met.
It eliminates the need for a trusted intermediary like the bank,
to transfer any asset having value.

D. BC BASED AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION
WITHIN A SINGLE DOMAIN
A BC based access control framework has been proposed
in [18] for IoT. A single smart contract performs user autho-
rization based on access policies. These access policies are
stored in BC. Furthermore, IoT devices are not a part of the
BC network. Therefore, they use ‘‘management hub’’ to exe-
cute the smart contract and access the resources. The smart
contract allows the requested resource after successful vali-
dation of access policies. Similarly, a BC based access man-
agement framework is proposed in [19]. It allows a resource
owner to publish an access control policy for his resources on
the BC. The BC validates user requests against access control
policies stored on BC. Upon successful validation, the user is
allowed to access the BC protected resource. Furthermore,
a user can further transfer the delegated right to other users.
The access control policies and the rights transfers are visible
to the users for audit. Similarly, a BC based access con-
trol framework for IoT cloud has been presented in [20].
The proposed framework enables users to audit authorization
decisions. It integrates BC to develop trust among nodes in the
BC network. However, it is assumed that all user/IoT devices
are trusted.

1[Online]. Available: https://bitcoin.org/
2[Online]. Available: https://www.ethereum.org/
3[Online]. Available: https://www.hyperledger.org
4[Online]. Available: https://www.r3.com/
5[Online]. Available: https://www.goquorum.com/

E. CROSS-DOMAINS BC BASED AUTHENTICATION AND
AUTHORIZATION
In [21], authors have proposed a BC based authentication
and authorization mechanism called VeidBlock for Software
Defined Network (SDN). It allows SDN devices to generate
BC based verifiable identities using VeidBlock i.e. Verifi-
able Identity Block. During VeidBlock generation, the SDN
device gets authentication from the local registration reposi-
tory or Domain CA. Then, the Identity Provider (Authority)
and Validator (IPV) generate VeidBlock for the SBN device.
VeidBlock contains the anonymous identity of the requesting
SDN device. Here, domain CA is a single point of failure.
Also, the proposed framework did not define the permission
delegation mechanism.

In [22], the authors have proposed a lightweight access
control framework for IoT. Smart homes, cloud storage, and
overlay network are the main components of the proposed
framework. The proposed framework has eliminated the con-
cept of PoW and coin due to the limited computing power
of IoT devices. However, the authors believe that still the
BC security and privacy features are maintained. Further-
more, in [23], the authors have elaborated the core compo-
nents i.e., smart home, cloud storage, and overlay network
of their previously proposed framework. In the proposed
scenario, different smart homes are connected together using
an overlay network. These smart homes can share resources if
allowed by the access policies stored on BC. Similarly, local
BC is used to manage devices in a single smart home.

The proposed BlendCAC [24] is a BC based access
control framework for IoT. The proposed framework dele-
gates and revokes permissions using capability token. These
capability tokens are managed through a smart contract. Sim-
ilarly, IoT Passport [25] is a cross-platform BC based frame-
work. The collaboration of local and global trust domains
form IoT passport framework. The local trust domain shares
resources among IoT devices within an organization whereas
the global trust domain shares resources among collaborating
organizations. Furthermore, the proposed smart contract uses
cross-platform access control policies to develop trust among
collaborating organizations.

Similarly, BC based access control framework called
FairAccess has been proposed in [26]. The FairAccess is
a privacy-preserving and decentralized framework for IoT.
It allows a resource owner to define access policy for his
resource and stores it on the BC. Any user can access and
further delegate permissions on a resource if it is allowed in
the policy.

F. AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION THROUGH
A CENTRALIZED TRUSTED THIRD PARTY
A centralized cross-domain authentication and authoriza-
tion framework has been proposed in [4]. The authors
have proposed Delegation Service (DS) i.e., a trusted third
party for cross-domain authentication and authorization. The
DS redirects the external users to his parent domain for
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authentication. Upon successful authentication, DS autho-
rizes external user based on access policies defined by SP.

A centralized capability-based access management frame-
work has been proposed in [27]. The authors have defined
the capability as an object with allowed permissions. Initially,
limited permissions are given to the SR. Upon SR request,
additional permissions are delegated in the form of capabil-
ity. Similarly, IoT-OAS [28] is an authorization framework
for IoT. The SP redirects user request for authorization to
OAuth based authorization service (OAS). OAS is a central-
ized trusted entity that validates user requests against access
policies provided by SP.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED xDBAuth
ARCHITECTURE
The proposed xDBAuth is a decentralized permission delega-
tion and access control framework for IoT. It consists of local
and global smart contracts. The local smart contract performs
authentication and authorization of internal users within a
domain. Similarly, the global smart contract allows external
users to get authentication from their parent domain. Then,
the external user is authorized on the validation of global
delegation policies. In the following sections, we discuss
the proposed system architecture, system interactions, and
compatible use cases.

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture is depicted in Figure 1. It consists
of five core components.

1) Underlay network or IoT domains.
2) Overlay network or virtual coalition of IoT domains.
3) BC manager.
4) User/IoT devices.
5) Smart contract.

1) UNDERLAY NETWORKS OR IoT DOMAINS
Each underlay network is a peer-to-peer (p2p) network of
IoT devices in a particular domain i.e., smart home, smart
hospital, etc. Every underlay network is a local BC network
that has a single smart contract and local storage. The smart
contract manages local BC. It stores delegation policies and
platform hashes of the internal users in local BC. Each under-
lay network is called the IoT domain.

2) OVERLAY NETWORK OR VIRTUAL COALITION
OF IoT DOMAINS
Overlay network is a peer-to-peer (p2p) network of nodes.
Every domain deploys a node to form an overlay network.
For example, an overlay network of smart homes and main-
tenance companies. Therefore, the overlay network is a global
BC network that has a single smart contract and global
storage. The global storage stores cross-domain delegation
policies for external users. The overlay network forms a
virtual coalition of IoT domains. These IoT domains use BC
to develop trust in each other.

FIGURE 1. High-level xDBAuth Architecture.

3) BC MANAGER
BC manager allows users to access IoT devices/information
within a single domain and across domains. When a BCman-
ager receives a request from a user, it generates a BC transac-
tion. The BC transactions are given in Table 1. Then, the BC
manager forwards the transaction to the smart contract on the
BC. We have stored delegation policies in off-chain storage
due to the limitation of storage on BC. Therefore, only policy
hashes are stored in BC. The details tasks of BC manager are
shown in Figure 2. The following are the functions of the
proposed BC manager.

1) On receiving a registration request, BC manager gener-
ates ‘‘T.register’’ transaction to register a node/domain
at BC.

2) Allow the owner to publish and revoke delegation
policies for his resource using ‘‘T.delegate’’ and
‘‘T.revoke’’ transactions respectively.

3) Generate ‘‘T.access’’ transaction, to access IoT
device/information within the same domain or from
other domains.

4) USER/IoT DEVICES
The user/IoT devices have unique identities. These identities
are used to uniquely identify the user/IoT devices in the local
BC network of a particular domain. However, the user device
uses his pseudonymous IDs, when accessing cross-domain
resources. In the proposed architecture, each user/IoT device
must belong to a specific domain. In IoT applications,
each device may contain some resources i.e., services and
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TABLE 1. BC Transactions.

FIGURE 2. BC Manager.

information. The domain owner provides these resources
to other nodes. We assume that user/IoT devices have
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) that performs platform
measurement [29], [30].

5) SMART CONTRACT
The smart contract defines all the operations of an access
control system. We have proposed two types of smart con-
tract i.e., local and global smart contracts. These local and
global smart contracts are deployed in underlay and overlay
networks respectively. These smart contracts have defined
authentication and authorization operations for both internal
and external user/IoT devices. These operations are described
in detail in sections III and IV. The smart contract executes
these operations when it receives BC transactions from BC
manager. The local smart contract stores user/IoT devices
platform hashes and local delegation policies in two different
data structures. Similarly, the global smart contract stores
global delegation policies in his data structure. The data
structure that stores platform hashes is shown in Table 2.
It consists of ‘‘Device ID’’, ‘‘Device pseudonymous IDs’’,
and ‘‘Device platform hash’’ fields. Similarly, ‘‘Delegator
ID’’, ‘‘Delegatee ID’’ and ‘‘permission’’ are the fields of
the data structure that contains delegation policies. The data
structure that stores local/global delegation policies is shown
in Table 3.

B. OUR ASSUMPTION
In our system design, we assume user/IoT devices are
equipped with a TPM module. We assume that the user/IoT
device can not use the old platform hash because platform
hashes are signed and timestamped by the TPM.

TABLE 2. User device Platform Hashes stored at Local Smart Contract.

TABLE 3. Delegation Policies stored at Smart Contract.

FIGURE 3. Domain Registration Implemented in xDBAuth.

C. SYSTEM OPERATIONS
The following are the different operations perform by the
proposed framework.

1) Domain registration in the global smart contract.
2) User/IoT devices registration in the local smart con-

tract.
3) ‘‘Delegation policy’’ publication.
4) Resource access procedure.

1) DOMAIN REGISTRATION IN GLOBAL SMART CONTRACT
The virtual coalition of the IoT domains consists of
SP domains and SR domains e.g., a virtual coalition of
smart homes and maintenance companies. To register the
SP domain in the virtual coalition, the administrator sends
a registration request to the BC manager. The registration
request contains information like Domain name, IP address,
and other meta-data. The BCmanager generates ‘‘T.register’’
transaction. Then, it sends the transaction to the global smart
contract. Similarly, the administrator of the SR domain reg-
isters his domain on the BC. After successful registration,
the BC returns a smart contract address. The domain regis-
tration in BC is shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 4. User/IoT Device Registration Implemented in xDBAuth.

2) USER/IoT DEVICES REGISTRATION IN LOCAL SMART
CONTRACT
We assume that the user/IoT devices have TPM installed. The
user/IoT device generates public/private keys using TPM.
Similarly, it generates pseudonymous IDs by applying a hash
function on his public key. The user/IoT device needs to
register his pseudonymous IDs before usage with BC. The
user/IoT devices registration in a local smart contract is
shown in Figure 4. The following are the steps in user/IoT
device registration in a local smart contract.
• In step 1, a user/IoT device sends a registration request
that consists of public key and platform hash to the
BC manager.

• In step 2, the BC manager generates a ‘‘T.register’’
transaction and sends it to the local smart contract.

• In step 3, the local smart contract sends a user/IoT device
attestation request to the manufacturer.

• In step 4, the manufacturer attests the platform hash of
the device.

• In step 5, the local smart contract registers the user/IoT
device. During registration, the local smart contract
binds user/IoT device public key and pseudonymous IDs
with his platform hash and stores a copy in the local BC.

• In steps 6 and 7, at the end of successful user/IoT device
registration, local smart contract sends smart contract
address through BC manager to the user/IoT device.

• In steps 8 and 9, the owner/administrator publishes
delegation policies for his resource on the BC using
BC manager.

3) ‘‘DELEGATION POLICY’’ PUBLICATION
The ‘‘Delegation policy’’ publication for user/IoT devices is
shown in Figure 5.
• In step 1, administrator/owner unicasts delegation pol-
icy request to the BC manager. Then, the BC manager
generates ‘‘T.delegate’’ transaction.

• In step 2, BC manager sends ‘‘T.delegate’’ to the local
smart contract.

FIGURE 5. ‘‘Delegation policy’’ publication Implemented in xDBAuth.

• In step 3, the local smart contract determines whether
the delegatee si is internal or external user.

• In step 4a, ‘‘T.delegate’’ transaction is redirected to
global smart contract when si is external user.

• In step 4b, the delegation policy is stored on local BC
when si is internal user.

• In step 5a, the delegation policy is stored on global BC.
• In step 5b, the local smart contract sends ‘‘block success-
fully added to the chain’’ message to the BC manager.

• In step 6a, the global smart contract sends ‘‘block
successfully added to the chain’’ message to the
BC manager.

• In step 6b and 7a, the BC manager sends ‘‘delegation
policy successfully added to the chain’’ message to the
administrator/owner.

4) RESOURCE ACCESS PROCEDURE
The resource access procedure for both external and internal
user/IoT devices is shown in Figure 6. It consists of the
following steps.
• In step 1, internal/external user unicasts an access
request to the BC manager. Then, the BC manager gen-
erates a ‘‘T.access’’ transaction.
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FIGURE 6. Resource Access procedure Implemented in xDBAuth.

• In step 2, BC manager sends a ‘‘T.access’’ transaction
to the local smart contract on the BC. The local smart
contract authenticates and authorizes internal users
based on platform hashes and local delegation policies
respectively.

• In step 3a, the local smart contract redirects the external
user’s request for authentication and authorization to the
global smart contract.

• In step 3b, the local smart contract sends allow/deny
message to the requester after platform hashes and local
delegation policies validation.

• In steps 4a and 4b, the global smart contract broadcasts
the external user/IoT device pseudonymous ID to all the
peers in the global BC network for authentication. Each
peer in the global BC network belongs to different IoT
domains. Every peer tries to find PoAI for the requesting
user/IoT device in the local BC. PoAI is a mechanism
that finds platform hash for a given pseudonymous ID
of a user/IoT device. However, only the user’s parent
domain, who has registered the user/IoT device, will be
able to find its platform hash. The parent domain returns
the PoAI to the global smart contract.

• In step 5, the global smart contract compares the plat-
form hash received from the user’s parent domain with
the hash received in the user’s request.

• In step 6, if both the hashes are matched, then the
global smart contract retrieves delegation policies from
global BC.

• In step 7, the global smart contract validates the user’s
request against the delegation policy.

• In step 8, the global smart contract sends an allow/deny
response to the local BC.

• In step 9, local BC allows/denies user’s request based on
the authorization decision of the global BC.

• In step 10, the BC manager informs the requesting user
about the authorization decision.

D. COMPATIBLE USE CASES
1) SMART HOME
A smart home technology also called home automation or
domotics is uses to control devices automatically, such as
lighting and heating in a residence. These devices can stop
working at any time because they work 24/7 hours. Suppose
an owner of a smart homeowner has a maintenance contract
with a company. Therefore, he calls to the company for
maintenance from his office. Traditionally, the maintenance
technician gets the owner’s username and password and login
into the smart home controlling system. In this scenario,
the maintenance technician got full access permissions of
all the devices. He can steal important data or install the
malware on the devices. A trivial solution is to create a
new account for every external maintenance technician and
assign proper permissions. This leads to a situation where the
system has to handle many external accounts. Alternatively,
an owner can explicitly delegate corresponding permissions
to the maintenance technician. Resource access procedure for
maintenance technician is shown in Figure 7. The following
steps describe a resource access procedure for maintenance
technicians.
• In step 0a, the administrator/owner unicasts a delegation
policy request to the BCmanager. Then, the BCmanager
generates a ‘‘T.delegate’’ transaction.

• In step 0b, BCmanager sends ‘‘T.delegate’’ to the global
smart contract.

• In step 0c, the delegation policy is stored on global BC.
• In step 1, the technician unicasts an access request to
the BC manager. Then, the BC manager generates a
‘‘T.access’’ transaction.

• In step 2, BC manager sends a ‘‘T.access’’ transaction to
the smart contract of the smart home α1.

• In step 3a, the smart contract redirects the technician
request for authentication and authorization to the global
smart contract.

• In steps 4a and 4b, the global smart contract broadcasts
the maintenance technician’s pseudonymous ID to all
the peers i.e., maintenance companies and smart homes
in the global BC network for authentication. Every peer
tries to find platform hash for technician pseudony-
mous ID. However, only the technician’s parent domain,
who has registered the user/IoT device, will be able to
find its platform hash. The parent domain returns the
PoAI to the global smart contract.

• In step 5, the global smart contract compares the plat-
form hash received from the technician’s parent domain
with the hash received in the technician request.

• In step 6, if both the hashes are matched, then the
global smart contract retrieves delegation policies from
global BC.
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FIGURE 7. Resource Access procedure for Maintenance Technician.

• In step 7, the global smart contract validates the user’s
request against the delegation policies.

• In step 8, the global smart contract sends an allow/deny
response to the BC manager.

• In step 9, the BC manager informs the requesting user
about the authorization decision.

2) SMART HEALTH
With the advance in transportation, patientmobility increases.
Therefore, Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) must be
made available to different healthcare providers within and
across the national borders. National Health Information Net-
work (NHIN) architecture, is a virtual coalition of multiple
health care organizations. They share patients EMRs. EMR
contains patient medical and clinical data. Also, they pro-
vide permissions to the external physicians on different
devices and sensors attached to the patient body. For example,
a physician in hospital A wants to discuss a patient disease

TABLE 4. Notations.

with a physician in hospital B. The physician in hospital B
needs permissions on all the devices and sensors attached to
the patient body to diagnose the patient. Therefore, the hos-
pital A access control system authenticates and provides the
required permissions to the external physician. Traditionally,
both authentication and authorization are performed at the
resource owner domain or by a trusted third party. Also, it is a
single point of failure. Therefore, a framework is required that
authenticates the external user in her parent domain. Then,
the external user is authorized to access the resource based
on the BC consensus.

IV. FORMAL MODELING OF THE PROPOSED
ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we formally define main components of the
proposed architecture. Then, the main functions i.e., ‘‘delega-
tion policy’’ creation and revocation, local and global smart
contracts operations are discussed in detail.

A. NOTATIONS
The notations use in the proposed work are described in
Table 4.

B. DEFINITIONS
1) SUBJECT SET
S ⊇ ∪∞i=0si, S is a superset of all the persons or things
that make a request for a resource in IoT. A subject acts
both as a delegator and delegatee. A delegator is a per-
son or thing that gives permission on a resource. Similarly,
delegatee is a person or thing that receives the permission
on a resource. User Set (US) ⊆ S, Where US contains
human operators and user/IoT devices. The US is further
divided into Local User Set (LUS) and Global User Set
(GUS). LUS contains all the internal users of a domain
Whereas,GUS contains external users that belong to different
domains.
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2) OBJECT SET
O⊇ ∪∞j=0oj,O is a superset of all the things.i.e., data, service
that are requested by an user in IoT.

3) PERMISSION SET
P ⊇ ∪∞j=0pk , P is a superset of all the permissions in IoT.
Permission pi is the ith pair of (oj,a), where oj is object and a
is an action. In other words, permission represents action on
an object.

4) ATTRIBUTE SET
AT T ⊇ ∪∞x=0attx . AT T contains all the attributes of all the
subjects in the system. The attx is the xth attribute in AT T .
Attribute is a characteristic of a subject. Formally, the sub-
ject with associated attribute can be written as (si.attx). For
example, if si is the administrator/owner of the resource then,
we write attribute as (si.admin).

5) DELEGATION
We define delegation as a triple (si, sj, pk ), where si is a
delegator, sj is a delegatee, and pk is a permission or set of
delegated permission. (si, sj, pk ) ∈ si  pk sj

6) IoT DOMAIN
Di ⊇ ∪

∞

i=0,j=0,k=0 {si ∪ oj ∪ pk ∪DSL}. Di is superset of all
the subjects, objects and permissions in a domain.

7) VIRTUAL COALITION
VC ⊇ ∪∞i=2Di, such that {si ∈ Di}, {oj ∈ Dj} and {si  pk

sj} ∈ DSG . VC is a superset of all the IoT domains. Virtual
coalition is the combination of two or more IoT domains such
that device in one domain is allowed to access a resource in
another domain.

8) PSEUDONYMOUS IDs
PID ⊇ ∪∞i=0 PIDi. PIDi is super set of all the pseudony-
mous IDs in a domain.

9) LOCAL DELEGATION SET
DSL ⊇ ∪∞i=0,j=0,p=0{si  

pk sj}, where DSL is a super set
of all the delegation policies created for local user within
domain.

10) GLOBAL DELEGATION SET
DSG ⊇ ∪∞i=0,j=0,p=0{si  

pk sj}, where DSG is a super set of
all the delegation policies created for external user of other
domains.

11) PLATFORM HASHES SET
HS ⊇ ∪∞i=0,status=c,s,r {h̄si,status}, where HS is a super set of
the platform hashes of all the user/IoT devices si within a
domain.

12) ‘‘T.register’’ TRANSACTION
It is a cartesian product of a user, user attribute i.e., user must
be admin/owner, and device platform hash value. Formally,
{S × (S.ATT == admin/owner) ×HS}.

13) ‘‘T.delegate’’ TRANSACTION
It is a cartesian product of delegator, delegatee, permission,
and delegator attribute i.e., delegator must be admin/owner.
Formally, {S × S × P × (S.ATT == admin/owner)}.

14) ‘‘T.access’’ TRANSACTION
It is a cartesian product of delegator, delegatee and permis-
sion. Formally, {S × S × P ×HS}.

15) ‘‘T.revoke’’ TRANSACTION
It is a cartesian product of delegator, delegatee, permission,
and delegator attribute. Formally, {S × S ×P × (S.ATT ==
admin/owner)}.

C. DOMAIN REGISTRATION
VC = VC+DiWhereDi = ∪∞i=0,j=0,k=0 {si∪oj∪pk∪{si  

pk

sj}}. si is an external user, oj is a resource allowed to external
user, pk is the permission on the object, and {si  pk sj} is a
set of global policies for the external user si.

D. USER/IoT DEVICE REGISTRATION
During registration, the new user/IoT device si is added to
LUS = LUS + si, where si is the user/IoT device public key.
Similarly, user/IoT device platform hash is attested from the
manufacturer and added toHS = HS + h̄si , where h̄si is the
platform hash of user/IoT device si.

E. ‘‘DELEGATION POLICY’’ CREATION
The Algorithm 1, takes delegation policy request i.e.,
‘‘T.delegate’’ transaction as input and stores it on
local/global BC. Algorithm 1 returns an error if the dele-
gation policy already presents on the BC or delegatee is not
the owner of the resource. In lines 3-8, if the delegator in the
policy is the owner/administrator of the resource, delegatee
is an internal user, and a similar delegation policy does not
exist on the local BC. Then,Algorithm 1 adds the delegation
policy on the local BC. Similarly, in lines 9-14, Algorithm 1
adds a delegation policy for the external user in the BC if
the delegator in the policy is the owner/administrator of the
resource, delegatee is an external user, and similar delegation
policy does not exist on the global BC. In lines 15-16,
Algorithm 1 returns an error, if any condition is false in the
above given conditions. The ‘‘Delegation Policy’’ creation
algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

F. ‘‘DELEGATION POLICY’’ REVOCATION
The proposed mechanism allows only the administra-
tor/owner to revoke both local and global delegation policies
from internal and external users respectively. The ‘‘delega-
tion policy’’ revocation algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 takes ‘‘delegation policy’’ revocation request
i.e., ‘‘T.revoke’’ transaction as input and removes the policy
on local/global BC. Algorithm 2 returns an error if dele-
gation policy does not exist on the BC or delegatee is not
the owner of the resource. In lines 3-5, if the delegator in
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Algorithm 1 ‘‘Delegation Policy’’ Creation
1: Input: T.delegate(si,sj,pk , si.attx)
2: Output: (si  pk sj) or error
3: if (si.attx == admin/owner ) && (sj ∈ LUS) then
4: if {si  pk sj} ∈ DSL then
5: return error (Delegation already exist)
6: else
7: DSL = DSL + {si  pk sj}
8: end if
9: else if (si.attx == admin/owner ) && (sj ∈ GUS) then

10: if {si  pk sj} ∈ DSG then
11: return error (Delegation already exist)
12: else
13: DSG = DSG + {si  pk sj}
14: end if
15: else
16: return error
17: end if

the policy is the owner/administrator of the resource, del-
egatee is an internal user, and the delegation policy exists
on the local BC. Then, Algorithm 2 removes the delega-
tion policy from the local BC. In lines 6-8, Algorithm 2
returns an error, if the delegator in the local policy is not the
owner/administrator. Similarly, in lines 9-11, Algorithm 2
removes a delegation policy of an external user from the
BC if the delegator in the policy is the owner/administrator
of the resource, delegatee is an external user, and the
delegation policy exists on the BC. In lines 12-14,
Algorithm 2 returns an error, if the delegator in the global
policy is not the owner/administrator.

Algorithm 2 ‘‘Delegation Policy’’ Revocation
1: Input: T.revoke(si,sj,pk , si.attx)
2: Output: DSL - {si  pk sj} OR DSG - {si  pk sj}
3: if (si.attx == admin/owner ) && (sj ∈ LUS) then
4: if {si  pk sj} ∈ DSL then
5: DSL = DSL − {si  pk sj}
6: else if {si  pk sj} /∈ DSL then
7: return error
8: end if
9: else if (si.attx == admin/owner) && (sj ∈ GUS) then
10: if {si  pk sj} ∈ DSG then
11: DSG = DSG − {si  pk sj}
12: else if {si  pk sj} /∈ DSG then
13: return error
14: end if
15: end if

G. RESOURCE ACCESS PROCEDURE THROUGH LOCAL
SMART CONTRACT
Algorithm 3 defines a resource access procedure for inter-
nal users. Algorithm 3 takes access request i.e., ‘‘T.access’’
transaction as input and either allows or denies the user

request. In line 3, if the requester is an internal user then
the smart contract retrieves the user’s stored platform hash
from the BC. In lines 4-5, the smart contract compares
the user device platform hash received in the user request
with the platform hash retrieved from local BC. In line 6,
if both hashes match, then it validates the delegation policies.
In lines 7-8, the user request is allowed if there is a delegation
policy for the user on the BC. ln lines 9-10, the user is denied
if a delegation policy does not exist on the BC. In lines 12-13,
the user is denied when the platform hashes do not
match. In line 15-17, the smart contract redirects the external
user to the global smart contract.

Algorithm 3 Resource Access Procedure Through Local
Smart Contract
1: Input: T.access (sj, pk , h̄c)
2: Output: allow or deny
3: if (sj ∈ LUS) then
4: retrieve platform hash from BC.
5: if (h̄c ≡ h̄s) then
6: retrieve delegation policy from BC.
7: if {sk  pk sj} ∈ DSL then
8: allow
9: else if {sk  pk sj} /∈ DSL then

10: deny
11: end if
12: else if (h̄c 6= h̄s) then
13: deny
14: end if
15: else if (sj ∈ GUS) then
16: redirect T.access (sj, pk , h̄c) to global smart contract

(Algorithm 4).
17: end if

H. CROSS-DOMAIN RESOURCE ACCESS PROCEDURE
THROUGH GLOBAL SMART CONTRACT
Algorithm 4 defines the resource access procedure for
external users. Algorithm 4 takes an access request which
consists of the pseudonymous ID of the external user
device PIDsj , permission pk on the resource, and external
user device platform hash h̄c as input and either allows or
denies the user request. In line 3, the global smart con-
tract broadcasts user device pseudonymous ID PIDsj to all
the nodes in global BC i.e., each node belongs to a single
domain in the virtual coalition. In line 4, the smart contract
receives the user device platform hash from the user’s parent
domain node. In lines 5-9, the smart contract compares the
user’s device platform hash received in the user request with
the platform hash received from the user’s parent domain.
If both hashes match, then it searches for a valid delegation
policy. The user request is allowed when there is a valid
delegation policy present in the BC for the requesting user.
In lines 10-15, the user is denied when a delegation policy
does not exist on the BC or the platform hashes do not
match.
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Algorithm 4 Cross-Domain Resource Access Procedure
Through Global Smart Contract
1: Input: T.access (PIDsj , pk , h̄c)
2: Output: allow or deny
3: Broadcast the requester pseudonymous ID (PIDsj ) to all

the nodes of the global BC.
4: Receive PoAI i.e., platform hash value (h̄s) of the

user/IoT device platform.
5: while (got PoAI from the BC) do
6: if (h̄c ≡ h̄s) then
7: retrieve delegation policy from BC.
8: if {sk  pk PIDsj} ∈ DSG then
9: allow

10: else if {sk  pk PIDsj} /∈ DSG then
11: deny
12: end if
13: else if (h̄c 6= h̄s) then
14: deny
15: end if
16: end while

I. PROOF-OF-AUTHENTICITY/INTEGRITY
The determination of user device platform hash against his
pseudonymous ID by the BC is called PoAI. Each local BC
runsAlgorithm 5when they receive a broadcast request from
the global smart contract. Algorithm 5 takes user device
pseudonymous ID PIDsj as input and returns user device
platform hash h̄s as an output. In line 1, a node in the global
BC receives the pseudonymous ID PIDsj of the user device.
In line 2, the local smart contract searches user/IoT device
platform hash using the pseudonymous ID in a local BC.
In lines 5-6, the node finds the user/IoT device platform hash
and returns the hash to the global smart contract. In lines 7-8,
the node does not find the user/IoT device platform hash and
returns an error.

Algorithm 5 Proof-of-Authenticity/Integrity
1: Input: PIDsj
2: Output: h̄s
3: Receive user device pseudonymous IDPIDsj in a broad-

cast request from the global smart contract.
4: Searching for user device platform hash using the

pseudonymous ID in a local database.
5: if (h̄s exist for PIDsj ) then
6: return h̄s
7: else if (h̄s does not exist for PIDsj ) then
8: return error
9: end if

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We have implemented our proposed framework in Node.js.
Our implementation consists of a client application,
server node, database node, chaincode, and BC as shown
in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8. xDBAuth Implementation.

1) CLIENT APPLICATION
A client application is used to send and retrieve information
from a smart contract. We have used a third party application
called postman to send a request and receive a response from
the smart contract.

2) SERVER NODE
The server node listens to the client requests on a particular
port and calls the chaincode. Similarly, it connects MongoDB
with the chaincode.

3) DATABASE NODE
Database node deploys MongoDB. MongoDB holds user
delegation policies, user/IoT device platform hashes, and
user/IoT device registration.

4) CHAINCODE
A chaincode, also called smart contact, implements busi-
ness logic. We have developed a global chaincode in node.js
to manage global BC. Global chaincode authenticates and
authorizes external users. Global chaincode broadcasts exter-
nal user pseudonymous ID to all IoT domains. In response,
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TABLE 5. Block Structure.

TABLE 6. Network configuration.

the global chaincode receives PoAI from the user’s parent
domain. Then, it compares the user platform hash received
in request with the hash received in the PoAI. The user
is authenticated only if both the hashes are equal. Upon
successful authentication, the global chaincode validates the
external user request against the delegation policies stored
on BC.

5) BLOCKCHAIN
We have developed our own chain. The chain starts with a
genesis block and every subsequent block contains a hash
of the previous block in the chain. Our implemented block
consists of the following components. The block structure is
shown in Table 5.

A. NETWORK SETUP
Our test network is shown in Figure 8. It consists of 2 IoT
domains, 3 server nodes, 2 database nodes. The experiments
are performed on two laptops having intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-8350U CPU @ 1.70 GHz and 16 GB RAM DDR4. The
network configuration is described in Table 6.

B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
In this section, we performed the blockchain size analysis,
throughput analysis, computational cost analysis, and over-
head ratio analysis of the proposed framework.

1) BLOCKCHAIN SIZE ANALYSIS
We tested the performance of the proposed framework by
measuring the execution time of each stage i.e., authenti-
cation, authorization, policy creation, and policy revocation
based on the proposed scenario. In the experiment, 200 virtual
clients (N=200) concurrently send an access request to the
global smart contract as shown in Figure 8. The total number

FIGURE 9. Blockchain Size Analysis.

of virtual clients is kept constant. Furthermore, the SPs define
delegation policies for their resources and store them in BC.
The BC size increases with the increase in the number of
delegation policies. Therefore, we evaluated the performance
of each stage with 1, 100, 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 delega-
tion policies. However, the limited scalability of MongoDB
restricts the total number of delegation policies. Initially, a BC
having 1 delegation policy (p = 1) is tested. The average
authentication time takes 224 ms, authorization time takes
20 ms, policy creation time takes 145 ms, and policy revoca-
tion time takes 130 ms. Then, the experiment is repeated for
BCs that store P= 100, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 number of
delegation policies. The results, given in Figure 9, show that
the execution time of user authentication and policy creation
is not affected much by the increase in the number of policies.
However, user authorization time and policy revocation time
increased due to the increase in time required for searching a
specific policy in a long chain of policies.

2) THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
We evaluate the user authentication, authorization, ‘‘delega-
tion policy’’ creation, and revocation operations of the global
smart contract with concurrent access requests from N = 50,
200, 400, 600, and 800 virtual clients. N shows the total num-
ber of virtual clients. The total number of delegation policies
were kept constant i.e., p=1000. Initially, 50 concurrent vir-
tual clients requests were tested. The average authentication
time takes 240ms, authorization time takes 30ms, ‘‘delegation
policy’’ creation time takes 120ms, and ‘‘delegation policy’’
revocation time takes 87ms. Then, the experiment is repeated
for n = 200, 400, 600, and 800. The results are shown
in Figure 10.

We calculate the trend of average execution time of user
authentication, authorization, ‘‘‘delegation policy’’ creation,
and revocation operations with concurrent access requests
from N = 50, 200, 400, 600 and 800 virtual clients. The
results show that the throughput of the proposed framework
increases with the increase in the number of concurrent
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FIGURE 10. Average Execution Times of the Smart Contract Operations.

FIGURE 11. Trend of Average Execution Times of the Smart Contract
Operations.

requests. However, after a certain level, the throughput tends
to be stable. Further increase in the number of requests does
not show any significant decrease in throughput. The results
are shown in Figure 11.

3) COMPUTATIONAL COST ANALYSIS
The proposed xDBAuth session contains several security
operations i.e., a hashing function, encryption, decryp-
tion, signature generation, and signature verification.
The SHA-256 hashing function is used to generate 64 bits
block hash which takes 0.87ms. Similarly, Node.js built-in
library called ‘‘crypto’’ is used to encrypt/decrypt BC trans-
actions. The ‘‘crypto’’ uses AES (Advanced Encryption
System) encryption algorithm. The BC transactions encryp-
tion/decryption take 0.90ms/1.5ms. Furthermore, the sig-
nature generation and verification takes 3.95ms and 2ms
respectively. The results are given in Table 7.

4) OVERHEAD RATIO
We implemented the proposed scenario with and without
encryption, decryption, and digital signature using xDBAuth.
We kept the number of concurrent virtual client’s requests
(N=100) and total delegation policies (p=100) constant.

TABLE 7. Computation Cost Analysis.

FIGURE 12. Overhead Ratio.

The result is shown in Figure 12. The results show that
the overhead in all the operations is less than 3%, which is
negligible.

The above results show that the average computation costs
do not notably increase with the increase in the number of
virtual client’s requests and delegation policies. Therefore,
the proposed framework gives good scalability.

5) COMPARISONS BETWEEN EXITING AND xDBAuth
FRAMEWORKS
Comparisons among proposed xDBAuth and existing related
frameworks are presented in Table 8. The frameworks [4]
and [28] have targeted cross-domain access control. However,
a single trusted third party performs user authentication and
authorization. Here, if the centralized entity fails, then no
authentication and authorization will occur. Also, these cen-
tralized trusted entities are vulnerable to different attacks like
DoS, DDoS, Spoofing, Sybil. Moreover, these centralized
trusted entities can leak the user’s privacy because it knows
the credentials of both SR and SP.

Similarly, the proposed decentralized BC-based frame-
works [24] and [26] have targeted user authentication and
authorization in cross-domain. However, user/IoT device
authentication is not sufficient because even a genuine
user/IoT device canmisuse delegated permission. Bothmech-
anisms are based on BC therefore, they have high fault toler-
ance and computation cost. Moreover, both frameworks are
vulnerable to DoS, DDoS, Spoofing, and Sybil attacks.
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TABLE 8. Comparisons among proposed XDBAuth and Exiting Frameworks.

The proposed mechanism is a decentralized framework for
cross-domain authentication and authorization. It performs
platform verification before user/IoT device authorization.
The proposed framework is based on BC therefore, it has
high fault tolerance. Moreover, it preserves user/IoT device
privacy by allowing him to get authentication in his par-
ent’s domain. Similarly, the proposed framework is imple-
mentation on private BC therefore, its computation cost is
low as compared to public BC. Moreover, it performs the
cross-domain permission delegation. The proposed frame-
work is secured against DoS, DDoS, Spoofing, and Sybil
attacks.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND THREAD MODELS
In this section, we perform security analysis and discuss
thread models of the proposed framework. Additionally,
we compare the proposed framework with existing related
frameworks in the literature.

A. SECURITY ANALYSIS
We analyzed the security of the proposed xDBAuth
using Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Authentica-
tion/Authorization, and Non-repudiation (CIAAN) model.
The CIAAN model security requirements are achieved by
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TABLE 9. Evaluation of Security parameters.

integrating BC technology in xDBAuth architecture. The
analysis of xDBAuth is summarized in Table 9.

1) CONFIDENTIALITY
It refers to hiding data from being accessed by illegal users.
TLS is used to secure communication between user/IoT
devices, BC manager, and BC.

2) INTEGRITY
It protects data from being changed illegally. In xDBAuth,
both platform and data in transit are protected using BC cryp-
tographic hash function i.e., SHA-256. By design, BC ledgers
are immutable. In BC, each BC block in the chain contains the
preceding block hash value.

3) AVAILABILITY
It ensures that the service or information is always available to
legitimate users. The BC nodes have a copy of the distributed
and timely synchronized ledger. Supposed an attacker dam-
ages the ledger at a certain node. The BC replication mech-
anism helps the node in restoring its original ledger from
other peers. Furthermore, our proposed architecture autho-
rizes users after the validation of the PoAI. PoAI ensures
user authenticity and his platform integrity. Therefore, PoAI
protects the network availability against different attacks likes
DoS, DDoS, Spoofing, Sybil.

4) AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION
Authentication is a mechanism to ensure that the user is
genuine. The proposed authentication mechanism is based on
PoAI. Also, PoAI ensures platform integrity. PoAI executes
fast and requires low power. Similarly, authorization is a
mechanism to ensure that the user is authorized for the given
task. In xDBAuth, BC performs both internal and external

user’s authorization based on delegation policy validation.
The delegation policies are stored in BC.

5) NON-REPUDIATION
It is a process to ensure that a user cannot deny his performed
transactions. In the proposed architecture, every transac-
tion is digitally signed with the user key. Hence, it pro-
vides non-repudiation to the user’s transactions stored on
the BC.

B. THREAT MODELS
In the proposed threat model, we define the following poten-
tial threats and their malicious behaviors.

1) MALICIOUS SR
Suppose a malicious SR wants to get authentication in
the proposed framework by using a legitimate user ID.
In the proposed framework every SR provides his plat-
form hash and pseudonymous ID in the request. Before
authorization, global BC verifies the user’s platform hash
from the user’s parent domain. The parent domain stores
user/IoT device pseudonymous IDs bounded with the user’s
platform hash. Therefore, it prevents the adversary from
using other user’s pseudonymous IDs to lunch a spoofing
attack.

2) MALICIOUS SP
Suppose a malicious SP wants to know the real identity of
the SR. In the proposed framework SRs provide their platform
hashes and pseudonymous IDs to the SP for authentication
and authorization. SR domain knows the real identity of the
SR. Therefore, SP redirects SR to his parent domain. The
SR domain provides the stored platform hash of the SR.
It is very difficult for SP to extract SR real identity from his
pseudonymous ID and platform hashes i.e., received in the
request from the user or in the response from the user’s parent
domain.

3) MALICIOUS PARTNER DOMAIN
Suppose an adversary has compromised a peer of an IoT
domain in the global BC network. The adversary wants
to control the PoAI and disproves a legitimate user. The
SP broadcasts user pseudonymous ID to all the peers
i.e., domains for authentication. We assumed that each user
belongs to a single domain. An SP may receive zero or more
PoAI but only one will contain the actual hash. A malicious
peer tries to find a user/IoT device platform hash using the
provided pseudonymous ID of the user/IoT device. How-
ever, it is very difficult for the malicious peer the exact
platform hash of the user/IoT device. But, it possible that
the adversary may send a wrong platform hash in the PoAI.
Therefore, in the proposed framework, the SP compares the
hash received in the user request with the hash received in
the PoAI. The hashes do not match and PoAI of the malicious
peer is denied.
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4) DENIAL-OF-SERVICE ATTACK (DoS) AND DISTRIBUTED
DENIAL-OF-SERVICE (DDoS) ATTACK
In both DoS and DDoS attacks, the adversary overwhelms
the selected node by using single or multiple compromised
nodes. These attacks destroy the availability of the target
device. Suppose an adversary has compromised a user/IoT
device by installing malware. Now, the adversary wants
to initiate a DoS/DDoS attack on other user/IoT devices
by exploiting the delegation policy of the compromised
user/IoT device. Therefore, the adversary sends a ‘‘T.access’’
transaction to the BC. However, our proposed framework
performs user/IoT device authentication using PoAI. The
compromised user/IoT device’s current platform hash is dif-
ferent from his original hash received in the PoAI. Thus,
the SP will not allow the compromised user/IoT device to
access a resource.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose xDBAuth, a decentralizedBC-based
permission delegation and access control framework for IoT.
The proposed framework provides access control for both
internal and external users. Therefore, it consists of local
and global smart contracts. The global smart contract allows
user/IoT devices to get authentication in his parent IoT
domain. Upon successful authentication, the global smart
contract validates delegation policies stored on BC andmakes
an authorization decision.

The proposed PoAI mechanism uses platform hashes and
provides strong privacy-preserving cross-domain authentica-
tion. Also, it replaces single trusted authorization service with
BC, since it is a single point of failure and vulnerable to dif-
ferent attacks. Furthermore, we have implemented xDBAuth
using Node.js. The results show that the cryptographic func-
tions implemented in the proposed xDBAuth framework have
negligible computational cost. Also, the proposed framework
produces high throughput in an environment having a large
number of concurrent requests. In the future, we will work
on formal modeling and formal verification of the xDBAuth
mechanism.
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